
This document supplements
the ICRC's Headquarters Appeal 2002 and contains:

• an overview of the ICRC's operations in 2002
• a description of its presence in the field

• a breakdown of its operational organization
• a description of its target populations

and related particular concerns
• a concise description of its programmes
• a brief description of its 63 delegations

• overall budget amounts
• total budget and budgets by programme for each delegation

The ICRC's operations in 2002
and the respective budget figures are presented in detail

in the ICRC's Emergency Appeals 2002
formally issued on 10 December 2001.
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Introduction by the Director
of Operations
The operational trends and priorities for
2002 that are set out in this document re-
flect the humanitarian situation as foreseen
in the light of the lessons learned during the
first nine months of 2001 and of initial indi-
cations as to the consequences of the at-
tack of 11 September. At the time of writing,
early November 2001, events are still un-
folding and their repercussions and future
impact on ICRC operations are difficult to
anticipate and assess.

The attacks of 11 September 2001

Implications for humanitarian action...

A few weeks after the attacks on the United
States and the deployment of US-led coali-
tion forces in the Afghan context, there ap-
pears to be a potential for new outbreaks of
violence, all of them giving rise to increas-
ing humanitarian needs.

• Some countries will be affected in vari-
ous ways for allegedly harbouring on
their territory groups having proven or
supposed links with those responsible for
the 11 September attacks.

• Some countries will have to strike a diffi-
cult balance between support for the mil-
itary response unleashed on 7 October
and possible opposition to such support
on the part of certain indigenous or non-
indigenous communities.

• In some countries the political, military or
even economic means employed to sup-
press any form of internal opposition
might increase under the pretext of com-
bating the presumed perpetrators of the
11 September attacks or possible similar
events.

In humanitarian terms, the most immediate
foreseeable consequences will be an in-
crease in the number of people deprived of
their freedom (prisoners of war, civilian in-
ternees, security detainees and criminal-
law prisoners), more civilians affected by
the events (internally displaced persons,
women, children), and more wounded
(civilians, combatants), not forgetting all
the civilians who will inevitably suffer from
the economic repercussions of the crisis.
There is also the risk that certain familiar
and persistent humanitarian issues will be
sidelined by the international community
over the coming months or even years ;
such disinterest can only aggravate the hu-
manitarian situation in the countries con-
cerned, especially in Africa.

Much depends on how the following two
questions are resolved. Will those who or-
dered the 11 September attacks succeed in
rallying certain major political forces to the
causes they believe they are upholding or
claim to be defending through acts of ter-
ror? And if so, will the campaign to capture
them be seen as opposition to certain peo-
ples and exacerbate tension between or
even within societies?

...and a major challenge for the
humanitarian community

There can be no doubt that 11 September,
the date of the attacks in which thousands
of people lost their lives, will forever remain
a very dark day in human history. It is
equally inevitable that those events will
have an impact on the humanitarian world.
Although the number of lives shattered can-
not be compared with the losses sustained
in the tragic events that struck the people of
Cambodia or Rwanda, to name only two
among recent human catastrophes, the de-
gree of inhumanity they reveal is, alas, en-
tirely comparable. Here we prefer, for ety-
mological reasons, to speak of inhumanity
rather than of barbarity. Indeed, we must on
no account imply that the perpetrators of
those acts belong to an uncivilized people,
or that vestiges of barbarity would persist 
to a greater or lesser extent in different 
cultures.

The primary responsibility of humanitarian
agencies of whatever type is to steer clear
of the polemics. This major challenge ap-
plies in particular to the components of the
International Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement, that is, the National Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies, the Internation-
al Federation of Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent Societies and the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Rising to
this challenge is at once a simple and a
complex matter, but it must be done if a
vital space for independent humanitarian
action is to be preserved.

Meeting the challenge in 2002

Access to victims, working close to them,
political acceptability, security guarantees

For the ICRC, the most telling examples in
2001 of the type of obstacles to be sur-
mounted are the following:

• the assassination of six of its staff in the
north-east of the Democratic Republic of
the Congo on 26 April 2001, which led
to the suspension of most of the organi-
zation’s aid programmes in that region
and in Uganda;

• the premature halt to an aid programme
in northern Burundi ;

• the withdrawal of its expatriates from
Afghanistan in September 2001, after
more than 20 years’ uninterrupted pres-
ence of expatriate staff in the country.

The first of these examples reminds us once
again how difficult it is for a neutral and in-
dependent humanitarian organization to
maintain access to the victims of conflict or
internal violence and to work in close prox-
imity to them. The second demonstrates
that if major private economic interests are
involved, if the local population does not
accept the criteria of vulnerability estab-
lished and if local administrations withhold
their support, implementing an assistance
operation becomes impossible. The third
confirms the fact that when the authorities
are no longer in a position to guarantee the
security of humanitarian workers on their
territory, the presence of those foreign work-
ers is inevitably called into question.

These very serious, even tragic, setbacks
underline the fact that in 2002 the ICRC
must gain wider acceptance of its action
and obtain the security guarantees essential
for long-term access to victims. The protec-
tion of victims, which requires the presence
of ICRC delegates in the field, is crucial to all
the organization’s other activities.

Defending certain working principles

More than ever before, the ICRC must re-
frain from – and must be perceived as re-
fraining from – taking political positions
and must act in compliance with the Move-
ment’s Fundamental Principles. It must re-
spect, as it always has done, the principles
of independence, impartiality and humani-
ty, principles which even before 11 Septem-
ber 2001 were not always understood nor
accepted. Today, even more than yesterday,
it is crucial for the ICRC to preserve its au-
tonomy of action and continue to make no
distinction as to nationality, race, social po-
sition or political affiliation in bringing aid
to individuals, and that it persevere in its re-
solve to prevent or alleviate suffering in all
circumstances.

More thorough analysis of the security
situation

The primary condition for action is security.
Among the elements relevant to establish-
ing a threshold beyond which ICRC pres-
ence may be seriously compromised are :

• ethnic factors (e.g. the degree of polar-
ization or antagonism among the ethnic
groups on the spot) ;

• sociological factors (e.g. the degree of
militancy and polarization among the
representatives of civil society) ;
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• economic factors (e.g. access to natural
resources on the local, national, sub-
regional and international levels) ;

• political developments, particularly on
the sub-regional level (e.g. peace
processes, electoral processes) ;

• differences of approach among humani-
tarian agencies (e.g. giving priority to
maintaining access to victims rather than
to denunciation) ;

• the specific scope of ICRC operations as
compared with those conducted by other
humanitarian organizations.

All these elements influence how the ICRC’s
action is understood and accepted. The
ICRC’s activities and working criteria will
thus have to maintain the necessary flexi-
bility to take these elements into account
and to adapt to security constraints.

Developing the network of contacts

One of the ICRC’s major assets when trying
to make new actors aware of their responsi-
bilities – in the same way as with national
authorities involved in more traditional
forms of conflict – is its wide-ranging net-
work of contacts. On the one hand, the
ICRC’s diplomatic status, which derives
from the mandate entrusted to it by the in-
ternational community, provides access to
political leaders, to the military and to vari-
ous warring parties. On the other hand, as
founding member of the International Red
Cross and Red Crescent Movement, and
because of its partnership with the National
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, the
ICRC also has access to various sectors of
civil society and the population as a whole.
This vast and unique network should en-
able us to establish a relationship of trust
with many of these contacts, and we strive
daily to win or to maintain their confidence.

Operational prospects for 2002

At the global level...

The ICRC reaffirms unequivocally that, as
was the case in 2001 and in previous
years, its determination to bring aid to vic-
tims of conflict and internal violence will re-
main its driving force in 2002.

As you will see from this document, the
ICRC is launching an initial appeal for
765.8 million Swiss francs to cover its ac-
tivities in 2002, an amount considerably
lower than the 844.7 million initially re-
quested for 2001. This decrease can be ex-
plained by a realistic assessment of the
current situation and also by the strategic
options adopted.

The main overall strategies are as follows:

• to continue to fulfil the mandate entrusted
to us and hence to remind the authori-
ties, both military and civilian, of their
obligations under international humani-
tarian law and other humanitarian rules
binding on them;

• to continue to focus on the needs of vic-
tims and, guided by the principle of im-
partiality, to preserve the universal di-
mension of the response to those needs,
wherever they arise ;

• to pursue our activities for victims of war
and internal violence, seeking to give the
States party to the Geneva Conventions a
more precise definition of our specific re-
sponsibilities and areas of competence
while taking care not to deviate from
them;

• to continue to work in a spirit of comple-
mentarity as opposed to integration with
other humanitarian agencies, preserving
our capacity to take action in situations
where our specific role offers real added
value ;

• to pursue our activities for victims of war
and internal violence while urging mem-
bers of the diplomatic community to ac-
knowledge their responsibility as to the
vital role that their governments have to
play in terms of bilateral inter-State coop-
eration.

...at country and regional level...

In accordance with this strategy realistic
changes were made in our budget esti-
mates, such as :

• Afghanistan : in line with the option fol-
lowed by the ICRC since the start of the
military response, our appeal for funds
remains realistic. Realistic in terms of our
capacity to respond to the needs of the
Afghan population, as soon as we re-
ceive the security guarantees necessary
for the redeployment of expatriate staff,
and realistic in that our appeal for 2002
covers a limited period (four months) ;

• Uganda: the repercussions of the assas-
sination of our six staff members in Ituri
district are not limited to this region of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, but
also affect our capacity to bring assis-
tance and protection to rural areas of
Uganda. As we are not sure that the con-
ditions necessary for the resumption of
all our programmes will be met, our ap-
peal for 2002 covers only six months
and is limited to activities that can be
pursued in the short term.

As for budgets that have increased, the fol-
lowing examples may be cited :

• Israel, the occupied and the autonomous
territories (up by 9.2 million Swiss
francs) : here the ICRC will continue to
give priority to protection of the civilian
population. This paramount activity will
be pursued in the field, in closer proximi-
ty to the victims and to the Israeli military
authorities. Subsequently the ICRC will
provide more targeted assistance for so-
cial groups and families bearing the
brunt of the gradual economic decline in
the area ;

• Georgia (up by 5.6 million Swiss
francs) : the phasing out of aid pro-
grammes conducted by other humanitar-
ian agencies has left a large part of the
people displaced to western Georgia fol-
lowing the Abkhaz conflict in a state of
utter destitution. Following a model simi-
lar to that under way in Abkhazia, the
ICRC proposes to set up an emergency
aid programme for the most vulnerable.

The following are examples of budgets that
have decreased:

• Angola (down by 22.5 million Swiss
francs) : here the intention is to signifi-
cantly reduce nutritional assistance pro-
grammes, as the food crisis that had
such a dire effect on thousands of dis-
placed people has eased. Activities will
focus on agricultural assistance aiming
to restore self-sufficiency ;

• the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(down by 68.3 million Swiss francs) :
the ICRC is going to reduce its activities
drastically now that the country has been
readmitted to international organizations
such as the United Nations, the OSCE
and the World Bank, and following the
very conclusive results of the donors’
conference held in June 2001 (1.28 bil-
lion US dollars pledged).
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...and at the programme level

In the area of protection, which encom-
passes activities for people deprived of their
freedom (combating ill-treatment, disap-
pearances and appalling conditions of de-
tention, urging respect for judicial guaran-
tees) and for the civilian population
(representations about violations of interna-
tional humanitarian law), and activities to
restore family links (for unaccompanied
children, refugees and the displaced, resi-
dents separated by front lines), in 2002 the
ICRC will continue to work along the same
lines as in 2001. More specifically, while
taking account of the needs of the civilian
population as a whole, we shall continue to
tailor our programmes to the special needs
of women and children. The fate of missing
persons will also be given close attention
and is the focus of a special project that will
review and analyse all current and potential
means available to prevent the phenome-
non of missing persons occuring and to re-
solve it when it does occur, and to better
assist the families.

With regard to assistance, we intend to con-
tinue developing an integrated method com-
bining programmes of the Health Services,
Relief and Water and Habitat units, while
strengthening coordination of the planning
and management of these programmes so
as to achieve greater professionalism. The
programmes concerned have been identi-
fied on the basis of a study taking three di-
mensions into account : preventive meas-
ures (anticipation), action (response) and
rehabilitation (follow-up, transition period,
ICRC withdrawal). Overall, the budgets for
these programmes show a decrease of over
30% (160 million Swiss francs), mainly
because of the reduction in assistance pro-
grammes in the Balkans (by 64 million
Swiss francs, of which 60 are for the Feder-
al Republic of Yugoslavia alone) and in
Africa (by 66 million Swiss francs, of which
21 million concern Angola).

Turning now to preventive activities and the
implementation of international humanitari-
an law, the ICRC’s delegations will bring up
the subject even more systematically in
their bilateral relations with parties to con-
flict (e.g. categorizing the legal situation as
soon as the conflict breaks out, helping to
ensure compliance with international hu-
manitarian law and making representations
in the event of violations). They will also
work for the promotion of the humanitarian
treaties and for national implementation of
their provisions : the 25th anniversary of the
Additional Protocols in 2002 will provide
an ideal opportunity to promote these in-
struments, in particular. Delegations will
also contribute by promoting the ICRC
study on customary law and the ICRC’s
proposals aimed at strengthening the 1980
Convention on Certain Conventional
Weapons and its Protocols. Efforts will be
pursued to convince the international com-
munity that greater account should be
taken of international humanitarian law in
dealing with the issue of the transfer of
arms and munitions.

In the area of cooperation, working together
with the other components of the Movement
will continue to be a priority for the ICRC,
especially as 2002 will be the first year of
implementation of an overall strategy for
the Movement adopted by the Council of
Delegates in November 2001. The ICRC’s
cooperation policy is part of this strategy,
aiming as it does to forge closer partner-
ship with the National Societies. In practical
terms, priority in the field has been given to
harmonizing objectives and programmes
for providing the "operating" National Soci-
eties with sustainable support (the capaci-
ty-building objectives for 2002 were deter-
mined in consultation with the National
Societies concerned, with the relevant Fed-
eration delegation and, as far as possible,
with the "participating" National Societies
working in the country or region).

Conclusions

The Emergency Appeals 2002 seeks both
the financial and political support of the in-
ternational community to realize the opera-
tional objectives the ICRC has set to come
to the aid of victims of conflict wherever
they may be. We believe the objectives and
financial needs presented reflect a realistic
assessment of the humanitarian situation
and needs in the contexts covered, bearing
in mind that events at the time of writing
may alter this assessment in the course of
the year. For its part, the ICRC, in accor-
dance with the mandate entrusted to it by
the international community, will continue
its concerted efforts to make sure that a
neutral and independent humanitarian
space exists to allow effective protection of
and assistance for victims of conflict.

The ICRC’s presence in the field combines a
variety of activities that come under three
basic approaches :

• Responsive action

Activities in the context of an emerging or
established pattern of abuse and aimed at
preventing and/or alleviating its immediate
effects.

• Remedial action

Activities aimed at restoring dignified living
conditions through rehabilitation, restitution
and reparation.

• Environment-building action

Activities aimed at creating and/or consoli-
dating an overall environment (political, in-
stitutional, socio-cultural and economic)
which is conducive to full respect for the
rights of the individual.

This very broad range of activities requires
the ICRC to have a worldwide network of
contacts, as well as a strong headquarters
that defines policy, provides guidance and
plans, monitors and evaluates the organi-
zation’s presence and activities around the
world.

To implement these basic approaches, the
ICRC has two types of delegation around
the world :

• Operational delegations : These concen-
trate on responsive and remedial action,
and cover one country. They perform
mainly protection, assistance or preven-
tive activities for the benefit of victims –
civilians, people deprived of their free-
dom, the wounded and the sick – of a
confirmed or emerging situation of 
violence.

• Regional delegations : These focus, but
not exclusively, on environment building,
and cover several countries. Their specif-
ic tasks and objectives can be grouped
under two main headings : humanitarian
diplomacy and operations. They also act
as early-warning systems with regard to
political violence or nascent armed con-
flicts and their consequences in humani-
tarian terms.
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The regional delegations’ humanitarian
diplomacy involves networking, i.e., devel-
oping and maintaining regular contacts
with the authorities, the armed forces, civil
society and National Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies in all the countries cov-
ered by a regional delegation ; it is aimed at
the promotion and dissemination of inter-
national humanitarian law (IHL), coopera-
tion with National Societies and the organi-
zation and distribution of information.

To meet their operational objectives, region-
al delegations must respond to emergen-
cies caused by outbreaks of violence or
tension in the countries they cover, to needs
created by active or sporadic conflicts or by
tension that can affect a region even in
times of peace, and to problems of a hu-
manitarian nature that sometimes remain
to be solved long after warring parties have
laid down their arms. Delegates working in
regional delegations can be called upon to
provide logistical support for ICRC opera-
tions in nearby countries and to perform
tasks similar to those of operational dele-
gations. In recent years, this activity has
become increasingly important.

Experience has shown that the victims of
conflict will not fully benefit from the provi-
sions of IHL if they have not been widely
disseminated in times of peace, nor can the
ICRC hope to act effectively on behalf of
conflict victims if its mandate, principles
and working methods are not known or un-
derstood. The ICRC’s operational objectives
can be met only if regional delegates have
earned the trust of all parties to any poten-
tial or current conflict in the region and have
explained the work of the ICRC. Hence, per-
manent, established regional delegations
are essential ; occasional missions from
headquarters in Geneva are not enough to
meet the ICRC’s operational objectives in
the field.

The Director of Operations is responsible for
five divisions at ICRC headquarters – Cen-
tral Tracing Agency and Protection Division,
Health and Relief Division, Logistics Divi-
sion, International Organizations Division,
and External Resources Division – and for
operations in the field.

Internally, and for management and admin-
istrative purposes, ICRC operations are or-
ganized according to three operational
zones :

• Africa

• Asia and Latin America

• Europe, Middle East and North Africa

Each of these operational zones is headed
by a Delegate-General directly responsible
to the Director of Operations.

The day-to-day running of operations is en-
trusted to nine multi-sector operational re-
gions working with the delegations of the
nine regions that make up the three opera-
tional zones :

• Africa
Central and Southern Africa
Horn of Africa
West Africa

• Asia and Latin America
Central Asia and the Sub-continent
East Asia, South-East Asia and the 
Pacific
Latin America and the Caribbean

• Europe, Middle East and North Africa
Central and South-Eastern Europe
Eastern Europe
Middle East and North Africa

Each operational region is run by a Head of
Region responsible to the Delegate-General
of the respective zone. The composition of
each operational region, i.e., the operations
and countries it covers, may change during
the course of the year, for example, further
to developments in the field. These units act
as operational nerve centres, providing an
interface both between headquarters and
the field and between Operations and the
various support units at headquarters
(Legal Division, Finance and Administra-
tion Division, Human Resources Division,
etc.). Although field delegations enjoy a
high degree of autonomy, they operate
within a strategic framework jointly estab-
lished with the three operational zones.

The Director of Operations is, moreover, di-
rectly responsible for operational diplomacy
issues, which are also dealt with via the
ICRC offices in Brussels, New York, Paris
and Washington.

It should be noted that in this document :

• The operational country descriptions
have been divided into five chapters for
clarity’s sake : Africa ; Asia and the
Pacific ; Latin America ; Europe and North
America ; and the Middle East and North
Africa. Each of these five chapters is pref-
aced by a map indicating the operational
regions it covers.

• The ICRC offices in Brussels, Paris, New
York and Washington – as well as the
ICRC’s role in the International Tracing
Service (ITS) – are, in terms of budget,
included in the ICRC’s Emergency
Appeals and are presented under the
Europe and North America chapter.
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In setting its objectives, the ICRC has drawn
up a standard list of seven target groups,
divided into two broad categories. These
are defined as follows:

Victims are individuals or segments of the
population suffering the direct and/or indi-
rect effects of a confirmed or emerging situ-
ation of violence, who do not or no longer
take part in the hostilities or violence. The
aim of ICRC action on behalf of such people
is to ensure that they are respected and pro-
tected and to alleviate the consequences of
conflict and situations of violence, in accor-
dance with the provisions of IHL and the
universal humanitarian principles. The
ICRC distinguishes between three different
types of victim:

• Civilians

All civilians who do not take an active part
in hostilities but whose physical or mental
integrity and dignity are either threatened or
affected during a conflict or situation of 
violence.

• People deprived of their freedom

All individuals deprived of their freedom in
connection with a conflict or situation of 
violence, i.e., prisoners of war, civilian in-
ternees and security detainees.

• Wounded and sick

Anyone injured or suffering from disease in
a conflict or situation of violence.

Then there are individuals or institutions
that are not victims themselves but that, on
account of their roles and functions, may
directly or potentially take action to limit, re-
strain or avoid violence, influence the use
of force, and aid victims when these occur.
The ICRC may prevail upon them to modify
their behaviour or adjust their capacity for
action, in the manner most conducive to
promoting full respect for IHL and the uni-
versal humanitarian principles and to en-
suring that the victims receive assistance.
This second broad category comprises the
following:

• Authorities

Political, civil, administrative or legal au-
thorities, whether official or unofficial.

• Armed forces 
and other bearers of weapons

Armed, police and security forces, and all
official and unofficial players involved in
armed violence.

• Civil society

Citizens and representatives of civil society
who are not approached as representatives
of the authorities or security forces. These
include associations, NGOs, young people,
university students/academic institutions,
the private sector and the public at large.

• Operating National Society

An Operating National Society is the Nation-
al Red Cross or Red Crescent Society in its
own country. For the ICRC, the existence of
a local partner in every country is a con-
siderable asset and one of the distinguish-
ing features of cooperation within the 
Movement.

Particular concerns
Within all these target groups, the ICRC 
devotes particular attention to certain in-
dividual characteristics and situations
which further increase vulnerability. As the
civilian population becomes increasingly
caught up in armed conflicts, persons
forcibly displaced, children and women
face specific problems which exacerbate
their vulnerability.

More and more civilians are forcibly dis-
placed as warring parties fight over territori-
al control, or as a means to weaken enemy
forces by targeting communities considered
supportive, or to access natural resources.
Internally displaced people are often com-
pelled to flee their homes leaving most of
their personal belongings behind, and to
resettle in overpopulated suburban areas in
conditions of extreme poverty, without gain-
ful employment and seldom the benefit of
services such as a clean water supply,
sewage systems, health care or education.

Children are not spared in conflict, as they
not only represent a large segment of the
population but also constitute an especially
vulnerable type of victim. They should 
benefit both from the general protection
guaranteed by law as persons not taking
part in hostilities and from specific protec-
tion as a particularly vulnerable group
(children are covered by 25 articles in the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Ad-
ditional Protocols of 1977). Still, three out
of every five war victims assisted by the
ICRC are children. They are often the power-
less witnesses of atrocities committed on
their relatives. Many of them are killed,
wounded or imprisoned, torn from their
families, compelled to flee and left without
even an identity.

Women and girls mostly experience armed
conflict as civilians, and as such are often
exposed to acts of violence. Such acts in-
clude not only death or injury from indis-
criminate attacks and mine explosions, but
also denial of access to basic means of
survival and health care. Moreover, warring
parties often use sexual violence, including
rape, as a means of warfare against the
civilian population, with women and girls
as the principal victims. Also, women’s
roles and responsibilities in certain cultures
sometimes limit their means to support
themselves and their families.

ICRC programmes duly take account of the
specific needs and vulnerabilities of these
particular segments of the civilian popula-
tion. However, the ICRC aims to provide a
comprehensive response to all populations
affected by armed conflict. Thus, neither
ICRC programmes (protection, assistance,
preventive action and cooperation with Na-
tional Societies) nor their corresponding
budgets are designed in such a way as to
cater solely to one or the other of the specif-
ic groups described above. Therefore, to
enable the ICRC to manage contributions to
its programmes in the most efficient possi-
ble way, donors are kindly referred to the
proposed criteria for the levels of earmark-
ing (see the Emergency Appeals 2002).

Another area of particular concern to the
ICRC is the issue of missing persons and
what action is being taken to resolve the
problem and assist their families.

The “missing” are people unaccounted for
as a result of armed conflict or internal vio-
lence – whatever the legal situation, interna-
tional or non-international. Uncertainty as to
the fate of relatives who go missing during
an armed conflict or situation of internal vi-
olence is a harsh reality for countless fami-
lies around the world. Long after hostilities
have ceased, they can remain without news
of what has become of their loved ones,
making it difficult for them to come to terms
with their loss and hampering peace efforts
and the transition to normality. The families
of the missing are also victims and have
needs which are not currently adequately
addressed. Through its traditional protection
activities, the ICRC aims to clarify the fate of
missing persons and ensure that their fami-
lies are informed. Nevertheless, in most – if
not in all – cases, the ICRC is prevented
from fulfilling its duties in this domain by
political and/or military obstacles. Numer-
ous other humanitarian organizations are
also increasingly becoming involved, di-
rectly or indirectly, in dealing with this issue.
At the same time, a complementary ap-
proach and commonly agreed rules of con-
duct and behaviour are lacking, leading to
possible duplication of work, or worse, ad-
ditional suffering for families of the missing.
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In view of the above, the ICRC has decided
to undertake a thorough review and analy-
sis of all current and potential means avail-
able to prevent the phenomenon of missing
persons occurring and to resolve it when it
does occur. The ICRC will share its analysis
with governmental and non-governmental
experts and seek the drafting of common
recommendations and best practices.
These will be submitted to an international
conference in 2003, bringing together all
the experts consulted.

The aim of this exercise is to heighten
awareness among governments, the mili-
tary, international and national organiza-
tions – including the worldwide Red Cross
and Red Crescent network – and the gener-
al public of the tragedy of people unac-
counted for as a result of armed conflict or
internal violence and the anguish of their
families. This goal will be achieved by cre-
ating and making available tools for action
and communication that will ensure ac-
countability on the part of the authorities re-
sponsible for resolving the problem of
missing persons, prevent further disappear-
ances and enable families to be better as-
sisted. (See also the Headquarters Appeal
2002)

Protection
Programmes in this area cover all activities
designed to ensure protection of the victims
of armed conflicts and other situations of
violence. The beneficiaries are resident and
displaced civilians, people deprived of their
freedom (prisoners of war, security de-
tainees and internees, in particular) or sep-
arated from their relatives by a conflict, and
missing persons and their families.

Protection is the mainstay of ICRC activi-
ties : it is at the heart of the ICRC’s mandate
and IHL. As a neutral and independent or-
ganization, the ICRC seeks to ensure that
all the parties to a conflict provide individu-
als and groups with the full protection that
is due to them under IHL. To this end, it as-
sesses the needs of the general population
and responds to them by taking action con-
sistent with its mandate. At the same time,
it monitors the situation in places of deten-
tion, shares its findings with the authorities
through a constructive and confidential dia-
logue, recommends that they take whatever
preventive or corrective measures are re-
quired, and conducts follow-up activities.

The ICRC strives to ensure that the relevant
authorities fulfil their humanitarian obliga-
tions through a persuasive, non-denuncia-
tory approach. Only the names and number
of places of detention visited, the dates of
the visits and the number of detainees seen
are made public. The ICRC divulges other
information only when it becomes clear that
confidential dialogue with the party con-
cerned has proved fruitless. With the con-
sent of the authorities, it may also share its
findings with other organizations that are in
a position to resolve problems of a human-
itarian nature.

Protection-related work also aims to pro-
vide a coherent framework for assistance,
rehabilitation and support activities.

Respect for detainees

These activities are intended to ensure that
the physical and mental integrity of persons
deprived of their freedom is fully respected
and that their conditions of detention are in
keeping with international standards. As a
function of circumstances, it means fighting
against forced disappearances or extrajudi-
cial executions, ill-treatment, failure to re-
spect fundamental judicial guarantees, or
inadequate detention conditions.

In particular, this involves :

• negotiating with the authorities to obtain
access to places of detention in accor-
dance with procedures that guarantee the
effectiveness and consistency of the
ICRC’s action1 – visiting detainees, as-
sessing their conditions of detention and
identifying any shortcomings and hu-
manitarian needs ;

• monitoring individual detainees (for 
specific protection, medical or other 
purposes) ;

• maintaining family links (family visits,
forwarding Red Cross messages, etc.) ;

• providing detainees with material and
medical relief and/or engaging in coop-
eration on specific projects with the de-
taining authorities ;

• keeping up a confidential dialogue with
the authorities at all levels regarding any
problems of a humanitarian nature that
may arise.

Respect for civilians

These activities are intended to ensure that
individuals and groups not or no longer
taking an active part in the hostilities are
fully respected and protected in accordance
with the norms and principles governing
the conduct of hostilities and assess the be-
haviour of the parties towards the civilian
population.

In particular, this involves :

• deploying delegates in the field, assess-
ing the living conditions of the civilian
population and its means of subsistence,
analysing cases of abuse and violations
of the law and identifying any shortcom-
ings or needs ;

• monitoring individuals who are particu-
larly vulnerable ;

• establishing and maintaining a dialogue
– preventive and corrective – with the
civil and military authorities at all levels
regarding humanitarian issues, by re-
minding them of the applicable norms
and principles of IHL ;

• negotiating with the authorities to obtain
access to individuals needing protection
and/or assistance.
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1 ICRC visits are conducted on the following condi-
tions, to which the authorities must agree:

– delegates must be provided with full and unimpeded
access to all detainees falling within the ICRC’s man-
date and to all places where they are held;

– delegates must be able to hold private interviews
with the detainees of their choice;

– delegates must be able to repeat their visits to de-
tainees and places of detention;

– detainees must be notified individually to the ICRC
and/or the ICRC must be able to draw up lists of their
names.
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Restoring family links

These activities are intended to restore or
maintain contact between members of fam-
ilies separated by an armed conflict or other
situation of violence, including detainees,
so as to relieve their mental anguish.

In particular, this involves :

• forwarding family news (through various
means, such as Red Cross messages,
radio broadcasts, the telephone and the
Internet) via the worldwide Red Cross
and Red Crescent network (National So-
cieties and ICRC delegations) ;

• organizing repatriations and family re-
unifications ;

• facilitating family visits to detained rela-
tives or across front lines ;

• issuing ICRC travel documents for per-
sons who, owing to a conflict, do not or
no longer have identity papers, and are
about to be repatriated or resettled in a
third country.

Missing persons

These activities are intended to shed light
on the fate or whereabouts of missing 
persons.

In particular, this involves :

• gathering tracing requests from the fami-
lies of missing persons, as well as infor-
mation on detention, disappearances
and deaths, and submitting them to the
authorities ;

• establishing mechanisms to facilitate di-
alogue between the authorities and the
families of missing persons in order to
speed up the tracing process, including
the exhumation and identification of mor-
tal remains ;

• informing and supporting the families of
missing persons.

(See also the Headquarters Appeal 2002)

Assistance
Assistance programmes are designed to
preserve or restore acceptable living condi-
tions for victims of armed conflict, so as to
enable them to maintain an adequate stan-
dard of living in their respective socio-
cultural contexts until their basic needs are
met through the authorities, their own
means or with outside help. The beneficiar-
ies are primarily resident or displaced civil-
ians, the sick and the wounded (both mili-
tary and civilian) and persons deprived of
their freedom.

Assistance activities are based on the
"health pyramid" approach, whereby priori-
ties are set in such a way as to reduce as
rapidly and effectively as possible the risks
of disease and death among conflict vic-
tims. The health pyramid shows that prece-
dence must be given to ensuring access to
food, water and other vital necessities, and
to restoring satisfactory hygiene conditions
through the adoption of public health meas-
ures. However, assisting the victims must
not lead to dependency. The ICRC’s strategy
aims to restore self-sufficiency, which helps
victims to preserve their dignity.

Relief

Relief activities are designed to ensure that
households and communities have access
to the means required to meet their essen-
tial economic needs, as defined by their
physical, social and cultural environment.

In particular, this involves :

• negotiating with the authorities to obtain
the authorizations needed to implement
projects ;

• planning, establishing and implementing
programmes in the spheres of relief (food
and non-food), agronomy, rehabilitation
and nutrition, where possible through a
community-based approach.

Water and habitat

Water and habitat activities are designed to
ensure that people have access to water at
all times and live in a generally healthy en-
vironment.

In particular, this involves :

• negotiating with the authorities to obtain
the authorizations needed to implement
projects ;

• carrying out and evaluating projects to
improve hygiene and access to water ;

• carrying out and evaluating projects to
rehabilitate or improve basic infra-
structure.

Health services

Health-related activities are designed to
give people affected by conflict access to
appropriate basic preventive and curative
health care that meets universally recog-
nized standards, a task which entails as-
sisting local or regional health services and
sometimes stepping in for them on a tem-
porary basis.

In particular, this involves :

• supporting the implementation of ICRC
health policies ;

• monitoring and evaluating projects to en-
sure that they meet recognized health
standards, especially in areas of com-
munity health, surgical treatment and
prison health ;

• negotiating with the authorities to obtain
the authorizations needed to implement
projects ;

• carrying out and evaluating projects, es-
pecially in the areas of community
health, surgical treatment and prison
health ;

• contributing to the training of local health
professionals ;

• engaging in dialogue with the authorities
on any problems that may arise.

Physical rehabilitation

Physical rehabilitation activities are de-
signed to provide civilian and military dis-
abled, especially amputees, with prosthet-
ic/orthotic appliances so that they can
recover their mobility and play an active
role in society.

In particular, this involves :

• manufacturing prosthetic/orthotic appli-
ances and components ;

• providing national technicians with theo-
retical and practical training in accor-
dance with recognized standards ;

• engaging in dialogue with the authori-
ties, especially on questions concerning
the handover of projects.

Preventive action
Preventive action covers all pre-emptive
steps taken to limit violence in conflict situ-
ations and to prevent, anticipate or reduce
the suffering of people directly affected by
armed violence. These activities are carried
out both in peacetime and in times of war.
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• raise awareness and influence behaviour
of civilians and authorities in mine-
affected communities through community-
based activities – adapted to particular
groups most at risk such as children,
farmers and hunters – to minimize the
threat of mines and the incidence of in-
jury. One of the main objectives is to en-
sure that mine-awareness issues are
dealt with by the communities them-
selves. This involves : gathering relevant
information on local needs, which can
then be used to devise an appropriate
mine/UXO-awareness strategy and to
monitor the activities implemented ; in-
cluding mine-affected communities in the
mine-awareness process ; cooperating
closely with other organizations in re-
sponding to communities’ needs, thereby
reducing the risks they face.

9

Development of IHL

These activities aim to promote the adop-
tion of new treaties to make IHL more effec-
tive and to respond to needs which arise as
a result of technological advances and the
changing nature of armed conflict. At the
same time, the development of customary
international law is furthered through en-
couraging constructive State practice.

In particular, this involves :

• taking part in meetings of experts and
diplomatic conferences held to develop
new treaties or other legal instruments,
and undertaking bilateral and multilateral
démarches vis-à-vis governments and
other organizations ;

• monitoring new developments, carrying
out studies, organizing meetings of ex-
perts and drafting proposals.

Implementation of IHL

Implementation activities aim to promote
the universal ratification of the humanitari-
an treaties and the adoption by States of
legislative, administrative and practical
measures to give effect to these instruments
at national level. It is also important to as-
certain that proposals to develop new laws
applicable to conflict situations do not un-
dermine existing norms. Implementation
activities also aim to ensure respect for IHL
during armed conflicts and to ensure that
the law applicable in such situations is cor-
rectly understood by national authorities,
international organizations, the armed
forces and other bearers of weapons.

In particular, this involves :

• promoting the humanitarian treaties
among the relevant authorities by mak-
ing representations to governments, pro-
viding training in IHL and drafting techni-
cal documents and guidelines to further
national implementation ;

• providing technical advice and support
for the implementation of IHL, undertak-
ing studies and carrying out technical
assessments on the compatibility of na-
tional legislation with obligations under
this body of law;

• responding to requests for information on
IHL and producing studies and reports
on aspects of its provisions which are
unclear or not fully respected ;

• promoting and supporting the inclusion
of IHL in military training programmes
and in the curricula of educational 
institutions.

Dissemination and information

Dissemination and information activities in-
clude communication and public relations
programmes, both within and outside con-
flict zones. They are designed to facilitate
the ICRC’s access to conflict victims and to
raise awareness of humanitarian issues
and norms in order to reduce levels of vio-
lence and promote greater respect for IHL.

In particular, this involves :

• providing training and expertise in IHL to
armed and security forces ;

• developing and implementing strategies
to influence the attitudes and actions of
other arms bearers ;

• running/organizing campaigns on spe-
cific issues aimed in particular at leaders
and opinion-makers ;

• responding to public information requests
on humanitarian norms, issues and ac-
tion in situations of armed conflict ;

• supporting youth education programmes
on the consequences and limits of vio-
lence ;

• supporting academic training in IHL and
humanitarian norms.

Mines and other weapons

The ICRC devotes particular attention to
promoting measures to restrict or prohibit
the use of weapons that have indiscrimi-
nate effects or cause superfluous injury or
unnecessary suffering and to raising
awareness of the dangers of certain
weapons such as mines and unexploded
ordnance (UXO) at the community level.
This includes the application of existing
norms of IHL with regard to the use of
weapons, as well as the development,
when appropriate, of additional norms in
response to the emergence of new tech-
nologies and the changing nature of armed
conflict.

In particular, this involves :

• making representations to governments ;

• providing an IHL perspective on weapons
issues in national and international fora ;

• holding meetings of military, legal and
foreign affairs experts to consider, inter
alia, issues relating to emerging
weapons technologies and the impact in
humanitarian terms of the use of certain
weapons;

• providing up-to-date information on legal
and political aspects of the implementa-
tion of treaties such as the Ottawa Con-
vention on anti-personnel mines and the
1980 Convention on Certain Convention-
al Weapons.
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It is vital to ensure that all the components
of the International Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent Movement can provide assistance and
services as effectively and efficiently as pos-
sible, acting in accordance with the Move-
ment’s Fundamental Principles. The ICRC’s
cooperation activities aim to improve and
strengthen the capacity of National Societies
to provide humanitarian services to victims
of armed conflict and internal strife, particu-
larly in the following fields : assistance (pre-
paredness and response) ; re-establishment
of family links ; and promotion of IHL and
the Fundamental Principles. They also seek
to foster and reinforce cooperation between
the Movement’s components towards more
integrated and mutually supportive action,
through a strict application of the Seville
Agreement.2

In particular, this involves :

• providing technical expertise and materi-
al and financial assistance to National
Societies to further develop their compe-
tencies, structures and working relation-
ships so that they can discharge their
tasks and specific responsibilities in 
the most effective and efficient manner
possible ;

• advising and supporting National Soci-
eties on compliance with the conditions
for recognition as a Red Cross or Red
Crescent Society, on the adoption and re-
vision of their Statutes and on other legal
matters which may arise, especially in
relation to the application of IHL ;

• promoting the exchange of operational
information and coordination of activities
between the Movement’s components in
order to maximize results and use of
available resources and contribute to
mutually supportive action for victims of
armed conflict and internal strife, in ac-
cordance with the Seville Agreement.

Cooperation activities are carried out in
close consultation and coordination with
the International Federation, as they hold a
long-term perspective to build capacity and
are part of a National Society’s develop-
ment process.

This programme covers all activities related
to the functioning of delegations, but which
cannot be allocated to a programme, such
as strategy, management, internal control
and some strategic negotiations.

As a contribution to the costs of headquar-
ters’ support for operations in the field,
6.5% of the budget of each operation is
added for cash and service movements.
This support is for services essential to an
operation’s success, such as human re-
sources, finance, logistics, information
technology and other support as described
in the Headquarters Appeal. The contribu-
tion covers approximately 30% of the actu-
al cost of support provided by headquarters
to field operations.

2 The Seville Agreement, adopted in 1997, is a coop-
eration agreement between all the components of the
Movement. It applies to all international relief activi-
ties which National Societies, the International Feder-
ation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies and
the ICRC conduct in cooperation with each other, and
those carried out by the National Societies among
themselves without the ICRC's or the International
Federation's participation. It does not apply to activi-
ties which the Movement's Statutes or the Geneva
Conventions entrust to individual components.

C.I.C.R.
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AFRICA
ANGOLA

Personnel:
31 expatriate and

338 locally hired staff

For over 25 years, the conflict in Angola
has devastated the country's economy, left
vital infrastructure such as hospitals, water
supply systems and roads in ruins, and the
civilian population dependent on humani-
tarian aid for their survival. While the ICRC
sustains its primary health care, surgical,
prosthetic/orthotic and water and sanitation
programmes in the major towns of Huam-
bo, Kuito and Caala, it has increasingly
adapted its food-aid programmes to reflect
the population's changing needs. Having
helped the residents of Huambo and Caala
to achieve a level of self-sufficiency, the
ICRC's priority now is to do the same for the
internally displaced people.

Budget 2002 Sfr 25,148,494

Protection Sfr 2,908,523
Assistance Sfr 18,309,520
Preventive action Sfr 1,852,292
Cooperation Sfr 211,692
General Sfr 443,010
Overheads Sfr 1,423,457

BURUNDI

Personnel :
15 expatriate and
88 locally hired staff

In Burundi, the ICRC focuses on assisting
and protecting people deprived of their free-
dom, wounded or sick victims of the con-
flict, and the local civilian population. Its
activities are carried out in urban areas,
where security conditions permit. Aid pro-
grammes include efforts to improve access
to water and sanitation facilities, hygiene
and medical care, requiring action at both
prison and local community levels.

Budget 2002 Sfr 9,801,942

Protection Sfr 1,461,257
Assistance Sfr 6,569,821
Preventive action Sfr 879,021
Cooperation Sfr 129,306
General Sfr 170,059
Overheads Sfr 592,478

CONGO, 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF

Personnel :
46 expatriate and

404 locally hired staff

In the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
the ICRC focuses its activities on : rapid as-
sistance to vulnerable groups affected by
the conflict to ensure their survival, while
promoting their self-sufficiency ; support to
the authorities in providing adequate health
care for the war-wounded and the civilian
population ; protection activities for different
categories of people who have been de-
prived of their freedom, including prisoners
of war, people detained in connection with
the conflict and civilian internees ; the re-
establishment of contact between separated
family members ; and the development of
the National Society.

Budget 2002 Sfr 42,347,318

Protection Sfr 6,233,677
Assistance Sfr 28,520,591
Preventive action Sfr 2,321,044
Cooperation Sfr 2,393,983
General Sfr 308,035
Overheads Sfr 2,569,988

CONGO, 
REPUBLIC OF

Personnel :
8 expatriate and

84 locally hired staff

After years of conflict, the focus in the Re-
public of the Congo has shifted from emer-
gency assistance to reconstruction. The
essence of ICRC activities in the country re-
mains to monitor the situation of civilians
and the conditions of people deprived of
freedom. The ICRC also provides financial,
material and technical support for water-
supply projects. The organization further
strives to raise awareness of international
humanitarian law among the armed and
security forces.

Budget 2002 Sfr 3,983,220

Protection Sfr 451,764
Assistance Sfr 1,772,602
Preventive action Sfr 1,146,484
Cooperation Sfr 291,541
General Sfr 77,720
Overheads Sfr 243,109

ERITREA

Personnel :
23 expatriate and
73 locally hired staff

In Eritrea, a party to the Geneva Conven-
tions since August 2000, the ICRC aims to
alleviate human suffering arising from the
effects of the international conflict with
Ethiopia. The ICRC’s priorities are twofold :
to assist the resident population still affect-
ed and/or displaced by the conflict and to
ensure that prisoners of war and people of
Ethiopian origin enjoy the protection due to
them under the Third and Fourth Geneva
Conventions, respectively. The ICRC sup-
ports the Red Cross Society of Eritrea in de-
veloping its tracing, dissemination, conflict
preparedness and emergency response ca-
pacities.

Budget 2002 Sfr 13,694,319

Protection Sfr 2,337,925
Assistance Sfr 8,296,290
Preventive action Sfr 638,623
Cooperation Sfr 1,423,417
General Sfr 167,461
Overheads Sfr 830.603

ETHIOPIA

Personnel :
42 expatriate and

217 locally hired staff

In Ethiopia, the ICRC responds to the needs
arising from the recent international conflict
with Eritrea and from internal conflicts and
disturbances, needs which are aggravated
by cyclical poor seasonal rainfall. The ICRC
focuses on ensuring that prisoners of war,
civilian internees and people of Eritrean ori-
gin enjoy the protection due to them under
the Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions,
respectively. It also concentrates on protec-
tion of and assistance to the population af-
fected and/or displaced by the recent inter-
national conflict and internal armed
violence in various parts of the country. The
ICRC visits detainees held in relation to the
1991 change of government and for rea-
sons of State security. In the Somali Nation-
al Regional State, the ICRC implements in-
tegrated health, veterinary and water
rehabilitation projects for nomadic popula-
tions and promotes minimal flood manage-
ment in particularly affected areas.

Budget 2002 Sfr 23,079,785

Protection Sfr 7,839,565
Assistance Sfr 9,153,191
Preventive action Sfr 2,059,132
Cooperation Sfr 2,464,522
General Sfr 157,400
Overheads Sfr 1,405,975
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ICRC MISSION TO THE OAU

The ICRC’s permanent mission to the OAU
focuses on gaining a broad insight into the
political scene in Africa and on building
strong relations with African governments
and NGOs so as to alert them to the need
for greater recognition and much wider ap-
plication of international humanitarian law
in their respective countries and raise their
awareness of the ICRC’s role and activities
around the world.

Budget : see under Ethiopia

GUINEA

Personnel :
26 expatriate and

126 locally hired staff

In Guinea, the ICRC plans to focus on as-
sistance to displaced people, visits to peo-
ple deprived of their freedom and dissemi-
nation activities for the armed and security
forces, political authorities, media and gen-
eral public. It will also help to develop the
Red Cross tracing network for refugees and
unaccompanied children and assist the au-
thorities concerned in providing care for the
war-wounded.

Budget 2002 Sfr 13,013,263

Protection Sfr 2,420,181
Assistance Sfr 6,851,049
Preventive action Sfr 1,885,573
Cooperation Sfr 1,139,644
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 716,816

LIBERIA

Personnel :
4 expatriate and

39 locally hired staff

Owing to the instability in the sub-region,
the ICRC has stepped up its operations in
Liberia to extend its assistance and protec-
tion activities for people in need (the dis-
placed, war-wounded, vulnerable residents
of host communities, detainees and unac-
companied children). In addition, the ICRC
supports the Liberia National Red Cross So-
ciety and runs dissemination programmes
for the governmental armed forces.

Budget 2002 Sfr 6,213,173

Protection Sfr 439,331
Assistance Sfr 4,401,889
Preventive action Sfr 505,802
Cooperation Sfr 469,658
General Sfr 66,538
Overheads Sfr 329,955

RWANDA

Personnel :
51 expatriate and

381 locally hired staff

In Rwanda, the ICRC focuses its activities
on: detainees held in prisons and commu-
nal lock-ups (cachots) ; unaccompanied
children seeking their families after being
separated from them either in 1994 or dur-
ing the mass repatriations in 1996/1997;
vulnerable genocide survivors and victims
of internal conflict (predominantly widows
and orphans) in need of assistance to re-
build their lives ; resident populations
whose local water networks remain dam-
aged from the time of the genocide ; and
people temporarily displaced for reasons of
security.

Budget 2002 Sfr 31,408,787

Protection Sfr 3,789,436
Assistance Sfr 22,862,606
Preventive action Sfr 1,547,762
Cooperation Sfr 1,046,427
General Sfr 306,316
Overheads Sfr 1,856,240

SIERRA LEONE

Personnel :
28 expatriate and

254 locally hired staff

In Sierra Leone, the ICRC focuses on: pro-
viding protection in the form of visits to de-
tainees and a family reunification pro-
gramme for unaccompanied children ; and
assistance to vulnerable civilians in the for-
merly inaccessible Kono and Kailahun dis-
tricts in the form of water and sanitation,
medical, non-food and agricultural rehabil-
itation programmes. These activities follow
an integrated approach enabling the target-
ed population to meet their basic needs and
work towards self-sufficiency. The ICRC
continues to coordinate its operations with
other actors involved, including UN agen-
cies, other humanitarian organizations and
the local authorities.

Budget 2002 Sfr 24,655,485

Protection Sfr 1,260,926
Assistance Sfr 18,923,261
Preventive action Sfr 1,266,172
Cooperation Sfr 1,682,962
General Sfr 89,921
Overheads Sfr 1,432,243

SOMALIA

Personnel :
13 expatriate and
25 locally hired staff

In Somalia, the ICRC focuses on an emer-
gency response to the direct effects of con-
flict, frequently combined with natural dis-
asters, including the provision of mainly
non-food aid, medical assistance for the
war-wounded (support to four hospitals
and 26 health centres) and water and san-
itation activities. The ICRC is also carrying
out programmes with a medium-term out-
look designed to maintain local coping
mechanisms and preserve adequate living
conditions for extremely vulnerable popula-
tions. Cooperation with the Somali Red
Crescent Society completes this palette of
activities.

Budget 2002 Sfr 25,765,539

Protection Sfr 375,849
Assistance Sfr 21,691,016
Preventive action Sfr 384,506
Cooperation Sfr 1,734,042
General Sfr 7,580
Overheads Sfr 1,572,546

SUDAN

Personnel :
79 expatriate and

789 locally hired staff

In Sudan, ICRC activities concentrate on :
protection and assistance for internally dis-
placed people and for residents affected by
the conflict ; medical assistance to the war-
wounded; monitoring the living conditions
and treatment of people detained in con-
nection with the conflict ; dissemination of
international humanitarian law to the gov-
ernment armed forces, SPLA and other
bearers of weapons; exchange of Red
Cross messages, tracing and family reunifi-
cation activities ; support to the regional
prosthetic/orthotic centres in Khartoum and
Lokichokio ; and cooperation activities with
the Sudanese Red Crescent.

Budget 2002 Sfr 46,092,659

Protection Sfr 2,617,960
Assistance Sfr 36,798,098
Preventive action Sfr 1,716,428
Cooperation Sfr 1,828,723
General Sfr 318,269
Overheads Sfr 2,813,181
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UGANDA

Personnel :
5 expatriate and

118 locally hired staff

Following the killings of six ICRC staff
members in Ituri district in north-eastern
Democratic Republic of the Congo in April
2001, the ICRC had to suspend activities in
its sub-delegation in Uganda and has since
maintained a reduced expatriate presence
confined to the capital, Kampala. The
ICRC’s first priority is to obtain a thorough
investigation by the Ugandan authorities
into the killings. Of secondary importance
is the maintenance of levels of knowledge
about the situation in the field in order to
monitor the humanitarian situation and be
in a position to respond in the event of a
major life-threatening emergency.

First 6 months of 2002:
Budget Sfr 4,004,173

Protection Sfr 413,144
Assistance Sfr 1,770,965
Preventive action Sfr 815,265
Cooperation Sfr 648,980
General Sfr 111,430
Overheads Sfr 244,389

ABIDJAN 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

Countries covered: Benin, Burkina Faso,
Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, and Togo

Personnel :
14 expatriate and
49 locally hired staff

The ICRC regional delegation in Abidjan fo-
cuses on supporting the efforts of the re-
gion's authorities and armed and security
forces to implement international humani-
tarian law and on raising awareness
among the armed forces of the need to re-
spect its rules. Other ICRC activities include
visits to places of detention in Côte d'Ivoire
and monitoring the situation in the country
for possible outbreaks of inter-communal
violence, maintaining an operational ca-
pacity to provide victims with protection
and assistance.

Budget 2002 Sfr 4,131,055

Protection Sfr 649,871
Assistance Sfr 1,011,444
Preventive action Sfr 1,424,699
Cooperation Sfr 727,813
General Sfr 65,098
Overheads Sfr 252,130

DAKAR 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

Countries covered: Cape Verde, Gambia,
Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, and Senegal

Personnel :
4 expatriate and

40 locally hired staff

The Dakar regional delegation concentrates
on activities to promote international hu-
manitarian law among the armed forces
and other bearers of weapons, and to en-
courage its implementation by authorities
throughout the region. It also supports the
activities of the National Societies, assists
victims of violence such as displaced peo-
ple in need, and visits detainees and pro-
vides them with assistance, where neces-
sary.

Budget 2002 Sfr 3,266,178

Protection Sfr 391,019
Assistance Sfr 475,790
Preventive action Sfr 1,329,435
Cooperation Sfr 799,647
General Sfr 70,943
Overheads Sfr 199,344

HARARE 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

Countries covered: Botswana, Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe

Personnel :
8 expatriate and

41 locally hired staff

The ICRC’s regional delegation in Harare
monitors the humanitarian situation in the
countries covered, especially in relation to
the internal situation in Zimbabwe and the
consequences of the spillover of the con-
flicts in Angola and in the Democratic Re-
public of the Congo into Namibia and Zam-
bia. Its activities focus on assisting and
protecting civilians displaced by violence,
visiting people deprived of their freedom in
connection with these situations, and help-
ing civilians separated by armed conflict to
re-establish and maintain contact with their
families. The delegation also pursues its
activities related to preventive action and
maintains efforts to inform the security and
armed forces and the public as a whole
about international humanitarian law. It
also contributes to the development of op-
erational capacities of National Societies in
the region.

Budget 2002 Sfr 5,363,948

Protection Sfr 1,520,721
Assistance Sfr 874,306
Preventive action Sfr 1,159,504
Cooperation Sfr 1,429,728
General Sfr 52,308
Overheads Sfr 327,381

LAGOS 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

Country covered: Nigeria

Personnel :
6 expatriate and

36 locally hired staff

The ICRC maintains an operational capaci-
ty in Lagos to provide protection and assis-
tance to people displaced by sporadic out-
breaks of violence. The ICRC works in close
cooperation with the Nigerian Red Cross
Society, helping it to strengthen its pre-
paredness to respond to emergency situa-
tions anywhere in Nigeria. Preventive activ-
ities with political authorities, armed forces
and police, and members of civil society
(media, NGOs and university students)
form the other main components of the del-
egation’s work.

Budget 2002 Sfr 5,986,076

Protection Sfr 6,618
Assistance Sfr 2,952,186
Preventive action Sfr 926,178
Cooperation Sfr 1,668,608
General Sfr 75,976
Overheads Sfr 356,510

NAIROBI 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

Countries covered: Djibouti, Kenya, and
Tanzania

Personnel :
38 expatriate and

400 locally hired staff

The ICRC’s regional delegation in Nairobi
has a dual purpose : firstly, to carry out op-
erations in the three countries covered – as-
sistance (in particular relief activities, main-
ly in Kenya, and medical activities in
Tanzania), protection (notably restoring
family links for refugees from war-torn parts
of the region), preventive action and coop-
eration activities ; and secondly, to provide
logistical services to ICRC operations in the
surrounding countries of the Horn of Africa
and Great Lakes regions, or even further
afield.

Budget 2002 Sfr 9,253,007

Protection Sfr 1,387,527
Assistance Sfr 3,296,473
Preventive action Sfr 1,812,496
Cooperation Sfr 1,799,983
General Sfr 391,788
Overheads Sfr 564,740
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PRETORIA 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

Countries covered: Comoros, Lesotho,
Madagascar, Mauritius, South Africa,
Seychelles, and Swaziland

Personnel :
8 expatriate and

30 locally hired staff

The Pretoria regional delegation keeps a
close eye on the domestic situation in the
countries covered, promotes the integration
of international humanitarian law (IHL) into
domestic law and into military and police
training, and provides services to restore
family links for civilian victims of conflict. It
also supports the region’s National Soci-
eties in their efforts to disseminate IHL, de-
velop their tracing activities and prepare for
emergencies in cooperation with the Inter-
national Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies.

Budget 2002 Sfr 3,201,978

Protection Sfr 269,435
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 1,521,632
Cooperation Sfr 1,138,828
General Sfr 76,657
Overheads Sfr 195,426

YAOUNDÉ 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

Countries covered: Cameroon, Central
African Republic, Chad, Equatorial
Guinea, Gabon and, Sao Tome & Principe

Personnel :
7 expatriate and

30 locally hired staff

The Yaoundé regional delegation closely
follows the humanitarian consequences of
the failed coup d’état in the Central African
Republic and the development of the inter-
nal conflict in Chad. In addition to its work
on behalf of detainees, the ICRC promotes
international humanitarian law and its im-
plementation, and lends financial, technical
and material support to National Societies
throughout the region.

Budget 2002 Sfr 3,735,355

Protection Sfr 873,910
Assistance Sfr 390,930
Preventive action Sfr 1,455,931
Cooperation Sfr 632,838
General Sfr 153,767
Overheads Sfr 227,979

ASIA & THE PACIFIC
AFGHAN CONFLICT

Personnel Afghanistan :
122 expatriate and

1039 locally hired staff

Even before recent developments,
Afghanistan’s infrastructure and social sys-
tems, destroyed by years of war, were un-
able to cope with the huge needs of the
population. The interruption of most inter-
national aid activities, international military
strikes and an upsurge in fighting between
opposing Afghan forces along the front
lines have devastated the country. The pri-
ority in Afghanistan is the protection of and
provision of emergency assistance for civil-
ians who remain in the country, both inter-
nally displaced people and residents of
communities affected by drought and con-
flict. The ICRC works to preserve lives and
dignity by urging all parties to prevent vio-
lations of humanitarian law; provides
emergency assistance in the form of food,
shelter, household items and medical sup-
plies ; and ensures that the population ben-
efits from adequate water supply and sani-
tation conditions. If possible, the ICRC
assists people before they are forced to flee
their homes, thereby losing their means of
preserving or regaining their livelihoods. It
also helps maintain links between dis-
persed family members, strives to protect
and assist people detained in connection
with the conflict, and reinforces the care
of the war-wounded by assisting surgical
and first-aid services and providing
prosthetic/orthotic services for amputees.

Personnel Pakistan :
14 expatriate and

184 locally hired staff

The ICRC delegation in Pakistan provides
logistical support for ICRC operations in
Afghanistan. It also works to protect and
assist resident and displaced populations
in areas affected by fighting along the Line
of Control. It works through military, civil
and religious institutions to promote inter-
national humanitarian law and humanitari-
an principles, and supports the health, trac-
ing and dissemination activities of the
Pakistan Red Crescent Society.

First 4 months of 2002:
Budget Sfr 59,126,960

Protection Sfr 3,700,029
Assistance Sfr 45,310,079
Preventive action Sfr 3,384,638
Cooperation Sfr 3,106,707
General Sfr 121,420
Overheads Sfr 3,504,087

EAST TIMOR

Personnel :
5 expatriate and

43 locally hired staff

In East Timor, where society is being rebuilt
after the upheaval in 1999, the ICRC focus-
es on restoring family links, and on protect-
ing detainees and civilians who may be at
risk. It also works to support the formation
of a National Red Cross Society.

Budget 2002 Sfr 2,436,902

Protection Sfr 1,134,091
Assistance Sfr 210,658
Preventive action Sfr 478,791
Cooperation Sfr 441,230
General Sfr 23,401
Overheads Sfr 148,731

INDONESIA

Personnel :
17 expatriate and
88 locally hired staff

In Indonesia’s trouble spots of the Moluc-
cas, Aceh and Irian Jaya, the ICRC works
closely with the Indonesian Red Cross Soci-
ety to protect and assist victims of violence,
especially displaced and resident popula-
tions whose livelihood or family contacts
have been disrupted by fighting. Through-
out the country, the ICRC works to broaden
the acceptance of international humanitari-
an law (IHL) by promoting its implementa-
tion, supporting its inclusion in training
programmes for armed forces and police
personnel, and developing activities with
universities to foster the study of IHL in aca-
demic circles.

Budget 2002 Sfr 10,874,069

Protection Sfr 848,733
Assistance Sfr 5,323,987
Preventive action Sfr 1,827,987
Cooperation Sfr 2,141,169
General Sfr 68,518
Overheads Sfr 663,675
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MYANMAR

Personnel :
30 expatriate and

141 locally hired staff

In Myanmar, the ICRC makes regular visits
to people deprived of their freedom. It also
supports prosthetic/orthotic programmes
for mine casualties and other disabled peo-
ple. In Shan, Kayin and Mon states, where
weakened infrastructure, isolation and the
security situation make the population par-
ticularly vulnerable, it addresses basic san-
itation needs in selected villages and as-
sists hospitals providing surgical care to
the wounded.

Budget 2002 Sfr 9,731,923

Protection Sfr 3,602,082
Assistance Sfr 4,661,351
Preventive action Sfr 488,037
Cooperation Sfr 386,484
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 593,969

NEPAL

Personnel :
14 expatriate and
33 locally hired staff

In Nepal, where government forces are
fighting an armed Maoist movement
spreading beyond its base in the mid-
western region, the ICRC focuses its activi-
ties on : protection of the civilian population
from the effects of the violence ; visits to
persons detained in connection with the
clashes ; and promotion of international hu-
manitarian law among bearers of
weapons.

Budget 2002 Sfr 3,857,514

Protection Sfr 1,357,184
Assistance Sfr 878,103
Preventive action Sfr 758,624
Cooperation Sfr 596,457
General Sfr 31,710
Overheads Sfr 235,436

PHILIPPINES

Personnel :
8 expatriate and

36 locally hired staff

In the Philippines, the ICRC works to assist
and protect civilians displaced or otherwise
affected by armed clashes between the
government and insurgent groups, primari-
ly on the southern island of Mindanao. It
acts as a neutral intermediary between op-
posing parties in matters of humanitarian
concern, visits detainees held in connection
with security matters and works with the
National Society to provide assistance to
the displaced and to promote international
humanitarian law and humanitarian princi-
ples in all sectors of society.

Budget 2002 Sfr 3,113,501

Protection Sfr 1,400,219
Assistance Sfr 457,390
Preventive action Sfr 836,931
Cooperation Sfr 162,414
General Sfr 66,520
Overheads Sfr 190,027

SRI LANKA

Personnel :
50 expatriate and

360 locally hired staff

In Sri Lanka, the ICRC focuses its activities
on areas where there is fighting, particular-
ly the Vanni, the Jaffna peninsula and the
Eastern Province. It assists internally dis-
placed civilians and resident populations
whose livelihood, access to medical care
or contacts with family members have been
disrupted by the fighting. The ICRC also
acts as a neutral humanitarian intermediary
between the warring parties, works to per-
suade combatants to respect the rights of
civilians, and visits people detained in con-
nection with the conflict.

Budget 2002 Sfr 18,554,744

Protection Sfr 6,812,815
Assistance Sfr 7,991,395
Preventive action Sfr 1,750,813
Cooperation Sfr 765,339
General Sfr 101,932
Overheads Sfr 1,132,450

BANGKOK 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Cambodia, Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea, Laos,
Mongolia, People’s Republic of China,
Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and
Viet Nam

Personnel :
18 expatriate and
65 locally hired staff

The Bangkok regional delegation works to
promote the ratification and implementation
of the humanitarian treaties and the integra-
tion of international humanitarian law in-
struction into national military training, and
supports National Society development in
dissemination and tracing. In Cambodia,
the ICRC helps restore family links, visits
detainees and assists disabled people who
are victims of past conflict.

Budget 2002 Sfr 7,136,255

Protection Sfr 1,062,187
Assistance Sfr 3,093,434
Preventive action Sfr 1,136,056
Cooperation Sfr 1,339,439
General Sfr 69,593
Overheads Sfr 435,546

KUALA LUMPUR 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Brunei, Japan, Malaysia, and
Singapore

Personnel :
1 expatriate and
3 locally hired staff

In the countries it covers, the Kuala Lumpur
regional delegation works to promote the
ratification and implementation of humani-
tarian treaties, to encourage incorporation
of international humanitarian law into mili-
tary training programmes and to support
the development of National Societies. The
delegation also promotes the ICRC’s activi-
ties worldwide in order to heighten both
government and National Society aware-
ness of and support for ICRC operations
and to develop broader cooperation with
National Societies which could take an ac-
tive part in operational activities.

Budget 2002 Sfr 740,581

Protection Sfr 7,654
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 360,174
Cooperation Sfr 127,531
General Sfr 200,022
Overheads Sfr 45,200
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NEW DELHI 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, and
Maldives

Personnel :
22 expatriate and
82 locally hired staff

The New Delhi regional delegation works to
achieve broader implementation of interna-
tional humanitarian law and promote re-
spect for humanitarian rules and principles
through civil and military institutions such
as the armed and security forces, universi-
ties and the media. It also supports the de-
velopment of the National Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies in India and
Bangladesh. In India and Bhutan, the ICRC
visits people detained in connection with
situations of violence.

Budget 2002 Sfr 6,784,652

Protection Sfr 2,744,116
Assistance Sfr 744,389
Preventive action Sfr 1,939,700
Cooperation Sfr 910,760
General Sfr 31,598
Overheads Sfr 414,089

SUVA (REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Australia, Federated States of
Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands,
Nauru, New Zealand, Palau, Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Vanuatu, Samoa, and Autonomous
states, territories & colonies of the Pacific

Personnel :
3 expatriate and

10 locally hired staff

From its regional delegation in Suva, the
ICRC encourages ratification and imple-
mentation of the humanitarian treaties and
supports National Society development in
the countries of the region. It also works
with the Red Cross Society in the Solomon
Islands to assist victims of unrest, and vis-
its people detained in connection with dis-
turbances in Fiji.

Budget 2002 Sfr 2,930,963

Protection Sfr 180,997
Assistance Sfr 166,425
Preventive action Sfr 1,331,869
Cooperation Sfr 1,072,785
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 178,887

TASHKENT 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan

Personnel :
15 expatriate and

162 locally hired staff

In the Central Asian States, the ICRC pro-
motes the ratification of humanitarian
treaties and their incorporation into national
legislation, and helps develop the teaching
of international humanitarian law and hu-
manitarian principles in military training
programmes and civilian educational insti-
tutions. It also cooperates with the National
Societies of the countries covered, support-
ing them in strengthening their capacities.
In Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, the ICRC
visits people detained in connection with
situations of violence and carries out field
activities in the Fergana valley. In Tajik-
istan, the ICRC supports prosthetic/orthotic
services for amputees.

Budget 2002 Sfr 8,128,117

Protection Sfr 788,224
Assistance Sfr 1,241,551
Preventive action Sfr 3,930,370
Cooperation Sfr 1,581,063
General Sfr 90,826
Overheads Sfr 496,083

LATIN AMERICA
BRAZIL

Personnel :
1 expatriate and
8 locally hired staff

The ICRC delegation in Brazil focuses on its
role as a resource and support centre for
dissemination programmes targeting police
forces in Brazil and in other Latin American
countries. The delegation provides support
and guidance for ICRC delegations and po-
lice and security forces throughout the re-
gion by intensifying training activities which
promote compliance with human rights in-
struments pertinent to the fulfilment of po-
lice functions and respect for the basic prin-
ciples of international humanitarian law.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,556,401

Protection Sfr 11,957
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 1,372,619
Cooperation Sfr 64,876
General Sfr 11,957
Overheads Sfr 94,992

COLOMBIA

Personnel :
53 expatriate and

205 locally hired staff

In Colombia, the ICRC is working to secure
greater respect for international humanitari-
an law by all armed groups and authorities,
in particular regarding the protection of
non-combatants, and to provide emer-
gency relief to internally displaced people
and other victims of the conflict. As the
armed conflict has increased in both inten-
sity and territorial scope, the ICRC is
strengthening its role as neutral intermedi-
ary, developing medical programmes in af-
fected areas, visiting detainees and dis-
seminating the principles of IHL.

Budget 2002 Sfr 26,980,835

Protection Sfr 2,633,442
Assistance Sfr 15,840,155
Preventive action Sfr 5,265,343
Cooperation Sfr 1,169,741
General Sfr 425,440
Overheads Sfr 1,646,714
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PERU

Personnel :
10 expatriate and
37 locally hired staff

In Peru, ICRC activities concentrate on :
monitoring the conditions of detention of
people deprived of freedom in connection
with the insurgency, developing dissemina-
tion programmes on international humani-
tarian law and humanitarian principles for
the armed and security forces as well as for
other sectors of Peruvian society.

Budget 2002 Sfr 5,454,094

Protection Sfr 2,102,610
Assistance Sfr 1,314,911
Preventive action Sfr 1,442,057
Cooperation Sfr 186,097
General Sfr 75,539
Overheads Sfr 332,880

BUENOS AIRES 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Argentina, Bolivia, Chile,
Paraguay, and Uruguay

Personnel :
2 expatriate and

13 locally hired staff

The regional delegation in Buenos Aires
centres its activities on promoting interna-
tional humanitarian law in the various
countries of the region and its integration
into their respective national legislation. It
develops dissemination activities for the
armed forces, political authorities, academ-
ic circles, schools and the media. The ICRC
also assists the National Societies of the re-
gion in carrying out their tasks and
strengthening their capacities.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,962,173

Protection Sfr 192,470
Assistance Sfr 24,510
Preventive action Sfr 1,032,606
Cooperation Sfr 553,714
General Sfr 39,116
Overheads Sfr 119,757

CARACAS 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Venezuela, Ecuador and the 11
English-speaking Caribbean countries as
well as Guyana and Suriname

Personnel :
2 expatriate and
7 locally hired staff

In the countries covered, the ICRC focuses
on spreading awareness of international
humanitarian law among the armed and
security forces as well as civil society. It
promotes the ratification of IHL treaties and
the adoption of national implementation
measures. The ICRC also contributes to
strengthening the response capacity of
National Red Cross Societies throughout the
region ; particular attention is paid to
preparing for potential humanitarian needs
arising from possible internal strife and
tensions or from a spillover of the
Colombian conflict.

Budget 2002 Sfr 2,203,078

Protection Sfr 40,210
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 1,139,538
Cooperation Sfr 862,871
General Sfr 25,999
Overheads Sfr 134,460

MEXICO 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, and
Panama

Personnel :
11 expatriate and
66 locally hired staff

In Mexico, the ICRC focuses on providing
assistance to internally displaced people
and residents affected by the situation in
Chiapas, and protection visits to people
who have been deprived of their freedom.
Dissemination activities are carried out for
academics as well as members of the
armed forces and the security forces. At re-
gional level, ICRC activities focus on hu-
manitarian diplomacy, dissemination of in-
ternational humanitarian law and support
to National Societies in Central America, the
Spanish-speaking Caribbean and Haiti.

Budget 2002 Sfr 9,678,425

Protection Sfr 706,764
Assistance Sfr 3,303,845
Preventive action Sfr 3,930,089
Cooperation Sfr 1,105,082
General Sfr 41,943
Overheads Sfr 590,702

EUROPE
& NORTH AMERICA
ALBANIA

Personnel :
2 expatriate and

16 locally hired staff

Present in Albania since the unrest in
1998, the ICRC focuses on relations with
the authorities and the National Red Cross
Society. It is working to improve the condi-
tions of detainees, prevent mine accidents
among civilians and help the Albanian Red
Cross Society develop its tracing and dis-
semination capacities.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,369,913

Protection Sfr 356,329
Assistance Sfr 71,575
Preventive action Sfr 488,747
Cooperation Sfr 352,784
General Sfr 16,868
Overheads Sfr 83,610

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

Personnel :
11 expatriate and

112 locally hired staff

The ICRC, in partnership with the Red Cross
Society of Bosnia and Herzegovina, sup-
ports the population in its efforts to recover
from the emotional and physical wounds of
the conflict that ended with the Dayton
peace agreement in 1995. Acting inde-
pendently, though in close coordination
with the authorities and relevant national
and international organizations, the ICRC
supports initiatives aimed at ensuring the
well-being of the most vulnerable people.

Budget 2002 Sfr 8,026,963

Protection Sfr 2,673,840
Assistance Sfr 574,085
Preventive action Sfr 1,973,552
Cooperation Sfr 2,187,944
General Sfr 127,633
Overheads Sfr 489,909
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MACEDONIA, 
FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF

Personnel :
18 expatriate and
74 locally hired staff

The ICRC has been the only international
humanitarian organization able to work in
the villages directly affected by fighting
since the conflict erupted in March 2001 in
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
(fYROM). It has been the main provider of
relief aid to the tens of thousands of civil-
ians registered as internally displaced by
the conflict. It continues to provide relief to
the most vulnerable groups, to try to estab-
lish the fate of people still unaccounted for
and to seek access to all those detained as
a result of the conflict. The ICRC is leading
the current response by the International
Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement to
the crisis in fYROM, closely supported by
the Macedonian Red Cross and the Interna-
tional Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies.

Budget 2002 Sfr 10,749,965

Protection Sfr 1,874,353
Assistance Sfr 6,855,488
Preventive action Sfr 1,086,910
Cooperation Sfr 306,720
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 626,494

SOUTHERN CAUCASUS
(ARMENIA, AZERBAIJAN, GEORGIA)

Personnel Armenia :
7 expatriate and

60 locally hired staff

Personnel Azerbaijan :
9 expatriate and

51 locally hired staff

In Armenia and Azerbaijan, the ICRC focus-
es on the missing persons issue and the
problems of people held in connection with
the conflict and vulnerable detainees. It
aims to control the spread of tuberculosis in
prisons. In the areas of health care and
physical rehabilitation the ICRC is concen-
trating on capacity-building and training. It
runs a programme to prevent mine acci-
dents and promotes the national implemen-
tation of international humanitarian law
and its integration into the training of the
armed and security forces and into univer-
sity and school curricula.

Personnel Georgia :
29 expatriate and

339 locally hired staff

In Georgia and the breakaway region of
Abkhazia, needs for humanitarian aid re-
main acute. The most vulnerable people in
Abkhazia and internally displaced people
and needy residents in western Georgia still
rely on ICRC assistance. Throughout Geor-
gia (excepting the separatist regions of
Abkhazia and South Ossetia), the ICRC vis-
its detainees and runs a tuberculosis con-
trol programme in prisons. Its prosthetic/or-
thotic activities are aimed at building local
capacities for physical rehabilitation. Pro-
grammes to promote international humani-
tarian law are under way for the authorities,
the armed forces and civil society.

Budget 2002 Sfr 30,813,910

Protection Sfr 3,414,239
Assistance Sfr 19,464,579
Preventive action Sfr 4,935,946
Cooperation Sfr 643,828
General Sfr 505,364
Overheads Sfr 1,849,954

YUGOSLAVIA, 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

Personnel :
38 expatriate and

296 locally hired staff

The ICRC is working throughout the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia to see that civilians
and detainees are protected and to help
them cope with the psychological and ma-
terial consequences of the internal and in-
ternational conflicts that affected the country
in 1999. It supports the families of missing
persons and seeks to ensure that the basic
needs of vulnerable groups are met, focus-
ing on support to key public services and
structures at community level.

Budget 2002 Sfr 28,748,019

Protection Sfr 7,188,563
Assistance Sfr 14,166,348
Preventive action Sfr 3,364,496
Cooperation Sfr 2,043,079
General Sfr 311,903
Overheads Sfr 1,673,630

BUDAPEST 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia,
and Slovenia

Personnel :
9 expatriate and

22 locally hired staff

The Budapest regional delegation aims to
develop a broad network of contacts with
governments, academic circles, civil socie-
ty and the media in Central Europe. It sup-
ports the civil and military authorities in in-
corporating international humanitarian law
into education and training curricula, and
cooperates with the National Red Cross So-
cieties of the region. In Croatia, the ICRC is
also addressing the consequences of the
conflicts that occurred between 1991 and
1995.

Budget 2002 Sfr 5,365,349

Protection Sfr 436,346
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 2,777,699
Cooperation Sfr 1,689,749
General Sfr 134,092
Overheads Sfr 327,463
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KYIV 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine

Personnel :
1 expatriate and
8 locally hired staff

The Kyiv regional delegation concentrates
on promoting international humanitarian
law and encouraging the authorities in the
region to implement it. The far-reaching
reforms currently under way in the countries
covered offer a unique opportunity for the
ICRC to pursue its endeavour to make hu-
manitarian law an integral part of national
legislation and education, and have it in-
corporated into training programmes and
codes of conduct for the armed, police and
security forces.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,793,664

Protection Sfr 23,572
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 1,185,925
Cooperation Sfr 474,694
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 109,473

MOSCOW 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : the Russian Federation with
specialized services for all the countries
in the region

Personnel :
35 expatriate and

360 locally hired staff

In the Russian Federation the ICRC is oper-
ating at two levels. In the northern Cauca-
sus, it assists vulnerable populations af-
fected by the various armed confrontations
in recent years, particularly the ongoing
hostilities in Chechnya, and visits people
detained in this context. At the level of the
Commonwealth of Independent States, the
ICRC runs long-term programmes to pro-
mote international humanitarian law
among the authorities, the military and civil
society and foster undertanding of the
ICRC’s mandate and work.

Budget 2002 Sfr 53,067,931

Protection Sfr 1,820,828
Assistance Sfr 37,608,498
Preventive action Sfr 6,908,373
Cooperation Sfr 3,343,425
General Sfr 250,794
Overheads Sfr 3,136,013

WASHINGTON 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Canada, and United States of
America

Personnel :
2 expatriate and
4 locally hired staff

Through its presence in Washington, the
ICRC has become an acknowledged source
to which governments, NGOs and other in-
terested groups and individuals can turn for
information on ICRC programmes and op-
erations. The ICRC works with the American
and Canadian Red Cross Societies, particu-
larly regarding their involvement in interna-
tional services, tracing activities and dis-
semination of international humanitarian
law.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,655,271

Protection Sfr 0
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 1,181,846
Cooperation Sfr 372,399
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 101,026

BRUSSELS

covering : Institutions of the European
Union (EU), the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and the NATO
Parliamentary Assembly

Personnel :
2 expatriate and
4 locally hired staff

The ICRC in Brussels is working to build
strong institutional and operational rela-
tions with the EU institutions, NATO and the
NATO Parliamentary Assembly. It aims to
raise awareness of the ICRC’s mandate and
mission and seeks to mobilize political,
diplomatic and financial support for ICRC
activities to ensure that the victims of armed
conflict receive the protection and assis-
tance to which they are entitled under inter-
national humanitarian law.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,312,402

Protection Sfr 0
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 1,011,959
Cooperation Sfr 96,273
General Sfr 124,070
Overheads Sfr 80,100

NEW YORK

Personnel :
4 expatriate and
8 locally hired staff

The multi-faceted role of the United Nations
(UN), headquartered in New York, often
carries a humanitarian component. The
ICRC’s delegation to the UN and its agen-
cies and programmes is a support and
relay station for operational and legal initia-
tives. It seeks to develop and maintain
close contacts with UN bodies and member
States, as well as with think-tanks, aca-
demic institutions and other humanitarian
organizations based in New York. It puts
across the ICRC’s point of view in the UN
and other fora and keeps abreast of trends
and developments regarding humanitarian
issues. In addition, the delegation promotes
international humanitarian law.

Budget 2002 Sfr 2,816,990

Protection Sfr 0
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 1,582,249
Cooperation Sfr 33,504
General Sfr 1,029,308
Overheads Sfr 171,929

PARIS

Personnel :
1 expatriate and
4 locally hired staff

The ICRC delegation in Paris focuses on
promoting international humanitarian law
and facilitating ICRC operations in the field.
Its target audiences include the French au-
thorities, representatives of the French-
speaking world, economic interest groups,
the media, the diplomatic community, mili-
tary and academic circles and the French
Red Cross.

Budget 2002 Sfr 942,621

Protection Sfr 0
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 853,173
Cooperation Sfr 31,917
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 57,531
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INTERNATIONAL TRACING SERVICE
(ITS)

Personnel :
2 expatriates

The International Tracing Service (ITS) in
Bad Arolsen, Germany is an international
institution which assembles, classifies, pre-
serves, evaluates and uses, for strictly hu-
manitarian purposes, records concerning
civilians persecuted during the National So-
cialist period in Germany (1933-45) and
non-Germans displaced as a result of the
Second World War up until 1952. The ITS
searches for missing persons and issues
certificates to civilians who suffered incar-
ceration or forced labour and to their family
members eligible for financial compensa-
tion. The institution, which derives its man-
date from the Bonn Agreements of 1955, is
run by an ICRC-appointed director and su-
pervised by an International Commission
comprising 11 member states.

Budget 2002 Sfr 497,317

Protection Sfr 466,964
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 0
Cooperation Sfr 0
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 30,353

MIDDLE EAST
& NORTH AFRICA
EGYPT

Personnel :
6 expatriate and

20 locally hired staff

The ICRC focuses on promoting knowledge
of international humanitarian law (IHL) and
its incorporation into national legislation in
Egypt and, through its cooperation with the
Arab League, throughout the Arab world.
The ICRC organizes and supports training
in IHL for the armed and security forces and
for civilian and military magistrates, and
promotes the inclusion of IHL and related
subjects in university and school curricula.
These efforts are backed by technical and
academic support for implementation bod-
ies, the production and distribution of
teaching materials and other dissemination
tools, and by contributing to the capacity-
building of trainers, including in the Egypt-
ian Red Crescent Society. Regional media
communication is also carried out from
Cairo, where the ICRC’s first Arabic website
will be launched in 2002.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,997,600

Protection Sfr 631,213
Assistance Sfr 25,000
Preventive action Sfr 1,110,030
Cooperation Sfr 109,438
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 121,919

IRAN

Personnel :
2 expatriate and
5 locally hired staff

Since the 1988 cease-fire agreed between
Iran and Iraq, the ICRC has urged the two
parties, in accordance with international
humanitarian law (IHL), to release and
repatriate all prisoners of war (POWs), to
make progress in identifying and repatriat-
ing the bodies of those killed in the war,
and to resolve the problem of the missing in
action. The ICRC holds private interviews
with the POWs it registered during the Iran-
Iraq war so as to ascertain that they do in-
deed wish to return home, and supervises
their repatriation. It is also working to devel-
op a partnership with the Iranian Red Cres-
cent Society (IRC) and to promote IHL. As
part of the relief operation for Afghanistan,
the ICRC has set up an office and logistics
base in Mashhad in eastern Iran, in cooper-
ation with the IRC.

Budget 2002 Sfr 531,101

Protection Sfr 288,687
Assistance Sfr 1,000
Preventive action Sfr 131,505
Cooperation Sfr 77,494
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 32,415

IRAQ

Personnel :
35 expatriate and

353 locally hired staff

The ICRC in Iraq continues to focus on the
humanitarian issues stemming from two
international conflicts – the Iran-Iraq war
and the Gulf war – now aggravated by 11
years of international trade sanctions. The
organization places particular emphasis on
assistance activities to alleviate the plight of
the Iraqi population resulting from the sanc-
tions. In northern Iraq, the ICRC continues
its traditional humanitarian tasks in the
context of the conflict between rival Kurdish
groups.

Budget 2002 Sfr 20,166,787

Protection Sfr 2,384,317
Assistance Sfr 14,538,561
Preventive action Sfr 1,556,335
Cooperation Sfr 456,736
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 1,230,838
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ISRAEL, 
THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES &
THE AUTONOMOUS TERRITORIES

Personnel :
54 expatriate and

109 locally hired staff

In Israel, the occupied and the autonomous
territories, the ICRC works towards ensuring
faithful application of and respect for inter-
national humanitarian law (IHL), mainly
the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to
the protection of civilians in time of war and
occupation. In the current climate of vio-
lence, it monitors the situation of the Pales-
tinian civilian population, carries out visits
to detainees and makes representations to
the relevant authorities, both Israeli and
Palestinian. It provides direct assistance to
Palestinians whose houses have been de-
molished and people worst affected by the
closure of towns and villages in the West
Bank. The ICRC also supports Palestine
Red Crescent Society (PRCS) emergency
medical services. As lead agency in this
context, the ICRC is coordinating the relief
response of the International Red Cross and
Red Crescent Movement. The ICRC backs
the ongoing efforts of the Magen David
Adom (MDA) and PRCS to spread know-
ledge of IHL.

Budget 2002 Sfr 35,310,651

Protection Sfr 12,074,229
Assistance Sfr 15,697,699
Preventive action Sfr 2,998,930
Cooperation Sfr 2,727,162
General Sfr 57,825
Overheads Sfr 1,754,806

JORDAN

Personnel :
12 expatriate and
30 locally hired staff

In Jordan, the ICRC focuses on visiting de-
tainees in order to monitor their conditions
of detention, on restoring family links be-
tween civilians separated by conflict and on
promoting international humanitarian law
and the Fundamental Principles throughout
Jordanian society, in close cooperation
with the Jordan National Red Crescent
Society. The delegation provides logistical
support for ICRC relief operations in Israel,
the occupied territories and the au-
tonomous territories and in Iraq.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,755,018

Protection Sfr 542,912
Assistance Sfr 45,680
Preventive action Sfr 878,102
Cooperation Sfr 149,875
General Sfr 31,335
Overheads Sfr 107,114

LEBANON

Personnel :
2 expatriate and

13 locally hired staff

Since the Israeli withdrawal from southern
Lebanon in May 2000, the ICRC has fo-
cused on monitoring the situation of civil-
ians living in the former occupied zone, in
particular that of former refugees returning
from Israel, to where they had fled at the
end of the occupation, and restoring and
maintaining links between members of
families still separated. Pending full author-
ization from the Lebanese authorities, the
ICRC aims to start visiting detainees in
Lebanon in accordance with its standard
procedures. Promotion of international hu-
manitarian law and cooperation with the
Lebanese Red Cross Society in emergency
preparedness (first aid) and mine aware-
ness are other important aspects of ICRC
activities in the country.

Budget 2002 Sfr 2,664,571

Protection Sfr 808,478
Assistance Sfr 635,207
Preventive action Sfr 723,456
Cooperation Sfr 334,804
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 162,626

SYRIA

Personnel :
1 expatriate and
7 locally hired staff

The ICRC in Syria acts as a neutral interme-
diary in humanitarian matters for the Syrian
inhabitants of the Syrian Golan Heights oc-
cupied by Israel, who are protected by the
Fourth Geneva Convention. In particular, it
facilitates the passage of Syrian nationals,
mainly students and pilgrims, who have to
cross the area of separation to complete
their studies in Syrian universities or per-
form their religious obligations, and it re-
stores and maintains links between family
members separated as a result of the Arab-
Israeli conflict. The delegation also works to
promote knowledge of international hu-
manitarian law and the International Red
Cross and Red Crescent Movement, in
close cooperation with the Syrian Arab Red
Crescent.

Budget 2002 Sfr 1,072,739

Protection Sfr 199,267
Assistance Sfr 1,000
Preventive action Sfr 683,003
Cooperation Sfr 123,997
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 65,472

YEMEN

Personnel :
4 expatriate and

15 locally hired staff

In Yemen, the ICRC concentrates on activi-
ties for detainees, in particular on bringing
about improvements in their conditions of
detention, with a special focus on vulnera-
ble groups, namely women, minors and
the mentally ill. A second priority is to
spread knowledge of international humani-
tarian law (IHL) and the Fundamental Prin-
ciples of the International Red Cross and
Red Crescent Movement, in cooperation
with the Yemen Red Crescent Society, and
to support the national committee in pro-
moting the adoption of national measures
to implement IHL.

Budget 2002 Sfr 2,093,559

Protection Sfr 481,691
Assistance Sfr 811,348
Preventive action Sfr 559,064
Cooperation Sfr 113,680
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 127,776

KUWAIT 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab
Emirates

Personnel :
4 expatriate and

12 locally hired staff

The ICRC presence in the region is linked to
conflict and aims at settling the humanitari-
an issues still outstanding from the Gulf
war, but also issues regarding detention in
Kuwait and Qatar. In addition, the ICRC fo-
cuses on communication strategies with a
view to promoting International Humanitari-
an Law and its own role as a neutral inter-
mediary in situations of armed conflict and
internal violence. Reinforcing cooperation
with the National Red Crescent Societies of
the region is another priority.

Budget 2002 Sfr 2,201,569

Protection Sfr 1,127,340
Assistance Sfr 0
Preventive action Sfr 531,835
Cooperation Sfr 343,798
General Sfr 64,228
Overheads Sfr 134,368
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TUNIS 
(REGIONAL DELEGATION)

covering : Algeria, Libya, Mauritania,
Morocco/Western Sahara, and Tunisia

Personnel :
6 expatriate and

10 locally hired staff

The Tunis regional delegation focuses on
the humanitarian issues arising from the
aftermath of the Western Sahara conflict.
It also visits detainees in Algeria and has
developed its cooperation with the Algerian
Red Crescent Society, which provides as-
sistance to women and children who are
victims of violence. The ICRC’s work in the
countries of the Maghreb also involves pro-
motion of international humanitarian law,
spreading knowledge of ICRC activities,
and humanitarian diplomacy.

Budget 2002 Sfr 3,343,845

Protection Sfr 1,311,648
Assistance Sfr 258,670
Preventive action Sfr 682,261
Cooperation Sfr 887,182
General Sfr 0
Overheads Sfr 204,084
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MISSION
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)

is an impartial, neutral and independent organization

whose exclusively humanitarian mission

is to protect the lives and dignity of victims of war

and internal violence and to provide them with assistance.

It directs and coordinates the international relief activities

conducted by the Movement in situations of conflict.

It also endeavours to prevent suffering by promoting

and strengthening humanitarian law

and universal humanitarian principles.

Established in 1863, the ICRC is at the origin

of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement.
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